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Water search incidents
are often urgent but
difficult incidents to
deal with. The initial
response is often
framed around an
urgent rescue effort
that is complicated by
the casualty not being
in the expected
location. The change
of mode required
means that the rescue
effort needs to refocus
into a search.
Key to developing an effective

response is the understanding of:

� Where to search

� How to search

� AND developing a plan to

maximise the chances of success.

Within that plan there is a need to

be aware of incident management

considerations so the search is

managed as effectively as

possible.

This article discusses the

application of typical water rescue

incident management

considerations to the water search

and some of the dilemmas that

may be faced.

Zones and PPE
Within water rescue, three zones

are usually used to indicate relative

hazard people may be exposed

when operating.

Hot Zones
These are typically taken as

areas where personnel are

working in, on or over the water.

Warm Zone
This is an area that typically

extends 3m or so away from the

water’s edge or a point that a

person may accidently enter it,

such as the top of a steep

embankment.

Cold Zone
This zone is outside the hot and

warm zone and personnel

operating in the cold zone are

unlikely to enter the water.

The zones also indicate the level

of training and personal protective

equipment for personnel operating

in each of these zones.

In the hot zone it is typically taken

as full water rescue PPE with

training typical at MREW In Water

Team or DEFRA Module 3 Water

Rescue Technician.

In the warm zone the level of

training would typically be based

on MREW Bankside Team training

or DEFRA Module 2 Water Rescue

First Responder.

In the cold zone an awareness of

water hazard and the relevant PPE

is typically expected, not least to

enable people to recognise they

may be exposing themselves or

their team members to risks they

have not had specific training in.

When searching, team members

will often transit through different

zones as they progress along the

river. At different times the team

members actively searching may

find themselves in the water,

working above it or very close to it.

The equipment used has ideally to

be matched against the range of
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hazards but it is difficult to meet all

the requirements all the time and

compromises need to be

understood.

The requirements of full water

rescue PPE may cause difficulties

for searchers as it is difficult

equipment to operate in under

certain circumstances. Drysuits,

personal flotation devices with

thermal undersuits are ideal for

working in the water (typically at a

temperature of 7-14°C), but when

working along a difficult bankside

on a hot day it can be less than

ideal due to factors such as heat

stress and limited range of

movement. However, the

consequence of accidental entry

into the water may be extremely

hazardous.

For parties being deployed they

should be briefed to minimise their

risks accordingly and it might

mean that most of the search

work is conducted not wearing full

in-water PPE but carrying it in case

it is required. The changing into

and out of the PPE may be

balanced by the overall speed of

the search when compared to the

speed if wearing the PPE all the

time.

Cordons
At most major incidents,

cordoning to limit the access to the

incident site can be expected. This

serves a number of different

functions but, in a river search

context, they can be difficult to

establish and maintain.

The Outer Cordon is usually

managed by the police to ensure

the safety of all personnel required

to assist with the incident. Usually

this will be based on the roads or

footpaths that are used to

approach the scene.

The Inner Cordon aims to ensure

that all personnel operating within

it are risk aware and have suitable

training, PPE and equipment to

manage the risks. In incidents that

have a Fire and Rescue Service

attendance they would usually

expect to manage the entry and

exit of personnel into and from the

inner cordon and ensure that

organisations operating within the

inner cordon are aware of risks

and have suitable control

measures in place to protect their

personnel.

In search incidents these

cordons are difficult to establish,

mainly due to the relative size of

the search area and the fact that,

theoretically, it can grow. Practical

considerations may mean these

cordons are ‘leaky’ with multiple

unmanaged access points.

To help manage these issues,

establishing Rendezvous Points

(RVPs), Incident Control Points

(ICPs), briefing processes, party

deployment and return plans, and

getting people to run them, may

help to minimise the early incident

management time pressures.

Recording the deployment and

return of searchers can be

achieved by establishing an inner

cordon control point and ensuring

that everyone operating inside the

inner cordon checks in and out

with the control point.

In a large search where search

teams may travel large distances

then multiple inner cordon control

points with good communications

may help to manage deployment

of teams into and out of their

search tasks.

Plan for
the unexpected
The distributed nature of search

work means that the search teams

will often be operating with a

degree of isolation and removed

from immediate support. During
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water searches, planning to hold

back a rapid intervention team of

3-4 people fully capable of quickly

responding to request for

assistance can be a consideration.

The more hazardous the water,

then perhaps the more important

this function is, but they can also

be tasked to conduct investigative

activities if full PPE is required.

Conclusions
Water search incidents rapidly

grow in size, both in terms of

potential search area but also the

sheer number of potential

responders. The nature of rivers

mean that the search can be more

difficult to manage but planning

and careful use of PPE for the

teams can help to build an

effective search response.

Cordon and zones are difficult to

establish in a widescale search

and there is always the chance of

the unexpected.

Good search management

processes will consider different

facts and develop a range of

tactics to deal with them.
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